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2.the winrar program should open automatically on your
computer. you can use the program to extract rar files. rar files
are one of the most commonly used types of archive files. you

can find rar files with various file extensions, such
as.rar,.part1.part2.part3.rar, and so on. some archive files that
are not rar files include, zip, jar, or 7-zip files. 3.when you open

winrar, you will be able to select the type of file you want to
extract. the most common type of archive file is the rar file

type. to select this file type, you will need to select the
appropriate button on the winrar window. 4.to extract a rar

file, you will need to select the folder where you want to save
your files. after you select the folder, you can then press

extract. the rar file will then be extracted into the folder you
selected. 5.to extract only part of a file, you will need to

rename the archive. if you want to extract only part 1.rar, you
will need to rename it as archive.part1.rar. to extract only part
2.part2. this process is needed because if you do not extract
only a part of the archive, the archive file will remain in its
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original state. to extract only part 3.part3. when you extract a
rar archive, the uncompressed files are stored in the same
directory in which the archive was created.you can save

compressed files in any directory you like.the tool offers a one-
click button to perform the extraction. you do not need to

browse through folders before the extraction. the interface is
simple and easy to use. the application is easy to use, just

select the rar file you want to open, and then press the button
to start the extraction. when you finish extracting, you can see

the exact location of the extracted files in the file list. a file
extension of rar is not required when opening the archive.

compressed files are stored in the archive’s directory. there is
no need to browse the files manually to extract them. you can

start the extraction with just a few clicks.
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if you are downloading a video file from youtube and the file
extension is.rar, it's most likely it's a multi-volume rar file. if

you are browsing online, a lot of websites that sell
downloadable files often use rar file extensions, usually for

videos or other audio/video files. and even if the file is only a
single rar file, it's still a good idea to extract it for peace of
mind. if you have a corrupted or damaged rar file, www.rar-
archive.com is a good choice. they have a large number of

tested and proven tools. this is an excellent place to get rid of
rar files that you want to extract. if your files have a different
extension, the chances are that windows or the application
that you are using to unzip the files is not supporting this

format. one way to handle this is to unzip the files first, then
use the built-in compression tool to compress them again. for
rar files, windows uses two different compression methods:

lzma2 and lzma, which is used for most software that supports
compression. rar files can be split into sub-folders and each
sub-folder can contain sub-sub-folders, so you can create as
many sub-folders as you wish. this is a great way to organize
your files, but if you have a lot of files and you want to store
them in a single folder, then it's better to unzip the files first,
then compress them, as mentioned above. if you are using

windows 7 or 8, you can change the extension of a file from.rar
to.zip, which will allow the windows explorer to unzip and view
the files inside. however, if you want to keep the original file
extension of.rar, you can choose to unzip the files and then

rename them to the original name. this is a bit risky, but it is
the only way to convert the extension. 5ec8ef588b
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